ANCIENT CHINA CHOICE BOARD
Directions: To successfully complete this assignment, you must pick three (3) small projects to
complete. All mini projects MUST be turned in at the same time. This project is due on JANUARY
24TH. Early projects (turned in by January 18th) will earn an extra 50 points; projects turned in
between January 21st to 23rd, will earn 25 extra points. This sheet needs to be turned in as well.
Name ____________________________
1. Create Your Own
Crossword Puzzle!
Create a crossword puzzle
for the vocabulary, people,
and main ideas in this
chapter. (At least 20) Create
the puzzle on the computer,
print it off and turn it in
along with the answer key.

4. Build Your Own Terra
Cotta Warrior
Create a replica of a Terra
Cotta Warrior. Then write a
paragraph
about how life
could have
been under
the rule of the
“First Qin
Emperor.”
7. Chinese Religions
Create a comic strip about
the three Chinese religions.
There needs to be at least 10
panels included with
pictures
and
words.

I chose activities # _____, #_____, and #_____.

2. Create Flashcards!
Create flashcards of the
key terms and people from
the chapter. (At least 20)
The cards must include
the term, the definition,
and a picture. (you can use
both people, places and terms)

5. Build A Timeline!
Create a timeline of
Ancient China. The
timeline needs to clearly
demonstrate the important
time periods of Ancient
China. How long did
Ancient China last?

8. Confucius Says
Using a piece of wisdom
from
Confucius,
create a
picture
depicting
what the
ancient
philosopher
was saying. Then rewrite
the saying in your own
words.

3. Create An Acrostic
Poem!
Create an acrostic poem
about Ancient Egypt using
the word ‘DYNASTY’. The
poems must reflect a
definition of a vocabulary
word, be a person, place
or a phrase about China.

6. Oracle Bones
Create a replica of an
oracle
bone, with
a message
scratched
in it using
the
pictograph
s
provided.
9. Chinese Invention Ad
Create a magazine ad for a
Chinese invention that was
discus
sed in
class.
The ad
should be colorful, explain
what the invention is and
how much it was going to
cost in gold.

Oracle Bone Etchings to use with #6

Confucius Sayings to use with #8

